Video Production Assessment

1) Name the following shots:

   a) Close up   b) Mid shot   c) Long Shot

   b) Close up   b) Long Shot   c) Establishing Shot

2) When do you use an establishing shot?
   • To introduce the location
   • To highlight details
   • During a conversation

3) If we want to show a vegetable or fruit from close, but are not able to take the camera to it, which feature can we use?
   • Zoom
   • Pan
   • Tilt

4) Which camera angle does the below picture represent?
5) If we have to show ingredients kept in utensils, which shot will we use?
   • Top angle
   • Low angle

6) Is it advisable to zoom in or out while recording?
   • Yes
   • No

7) Which out of the two will give us a better shot. Please tick on the correct picture.

8) Which of the two will give us a better shot. Please tick on the correct picture:

9) Which position of the two represent the rule of third?
10) Is it advisable to have white walls as background during shooting?
• Yes
• No

11) If the light is behind our subject/character, will it give us a good shot?
• Yes
• No

12) If the subject is in shadow, where should the camera be?
• In Shadow
• In Light

13) Look at the picture below and tick on the correct answer:

If in the first shot the subject enters the camera from left and exits the camera from right, where should he/she enter the scene from in the next shot?
• Left
• Right
14) How much should we shift the camera when we have to change the shot to avoid jump cut?
   a) 30 degree or less
   b) 30 degree
   c) More than 30 degree but less than 180 degree

15) What is a scene?
   - Series of shots taken in the same space
   - Series of shots taken at one point in time
   - Both of the above

16) Can the following two shots make a scene?

   1st Shot - A person is riding on the bicycle to reach his field
   2nd Shot – The same person is eating at home.
   a) Yes
   b) No